Journeys works. And we can prove it.

**PROOF POINT 1:** Journeys instruction is based on research. Journeys K–6 was designed using the latest scientific research about what makes literacy instruction effective.

**PROOF POINT 2:** Journeys is scientifically tested. The many Journeys efficacy studies, case studies, and pilots all show positive student gains.

**EFFICACY STUDY A:** Journeys K–2 receives a “Strong” rating from evidenceforessa.org as a result of this “gold standard” efficacy study.

**YEARS:** 2
**CLASSES:** 46
**STUDENTS IN GRADES K–3:** 700

**Points on spelling and word analysis skills**

**Points on vocabulary and comprehension skills**

**Points on reading words at kindergarten**

**EFFICACY STUDY A RESULTS:** Students using Journeys performed significantly better on key literacy skill measures than students using other reading programs.

**PROOF POINT 3:** Journeys is used by over 6.7 million students nationwide. On any given school day, Journeys is helping 6.7 million students become lifelong readers and writers.

**EFFICACY STUDY D:** Students in Grades 1–5

**POINTS ON TERRANOVA 3 COMMON CORE EDITION**

**POINTS ON VOCABULARY**

**POINTS ON READING COMPREHENSION**

**POINTS ON LANGUAGE**

**IOWA ASSESSMENTS™ FORM E**

**EFFICACY STUDY C RESULTS:** Changes from pre- to post-tests on:

**EFFICACY STUDY B RESULTS:** Journeys students outperformed non-Journeys students on STAAR™ and TAKS™ reading performance testing in Grades 3 and 5. Journeys students were more likely than non-Journeys students to meet reading standards following 3 years in the program, especially at Grade 4.

**EFFICACY STUDY B:** YEARS 3
**SCHOOLS:** 105
**STUDENTS IN GRADES 3–5:** 18,000

**EFFICACY STUDY C:** YEAR 1
**TEACHERS:** 20
**STUDENTS IN GRADES K–5:** 512

**EFFICACY STUDY D:** CHANGE FROM PRE-TEST/POST-TEST STUDY

**EFFICACY STUDY E:** NUMBER OF STUDENTS WORKING AT THE "ADVANCED" LEVEL IN GRADES 3–5

**EFFICACY STUDY F:** NUMBER OF STUDENTS WORKING AT THE "ADVANCED" LEVEL IN GRADES 3–5

You can choose Journeys with confidence because Journeys works.

With Journeys, we finally have a K–5 reading adoption that my teachers use across the grade levels. Consistent assessment of students and using this to improve instruction is so important! Teachers also love the leveled readers in Journeys! 

—Principal Brenda Murphy, Genoa Elementary School, Perry Heights, OH

Footnotes:


3. See the full TX Quasi-Experimental Study (2014) at HMH Efficacy. https://www.hmhco.com/classroom/evaluate-and-sample/hmh-efficacy


5. See the full Journeys Pre-test/Post-test Study (2016) at HMH Efficacy. https://www.hmhco.com/classroom/evaluate-and-sample/hmh-efficacy

Find more Journeys testimonials at HMH Efficacy.
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